
The Pledge Towards A Plastic Free Planet 
 
I do hereby swear and affirm that as a (Business Owner/Home Owner/Organization Leader), I 
will make every effort to both personally and professionally avoid usage and purchase of 
plastic-based products that are single use in nature including bags, straws, cups, food service 
products, personal sanitation products, clothing, and other items that are derived from 
petroleum-based materials and have a singular use in their design.  
 
I recognize that these items have a tendency to contribute to the world pollution problem by their 
very existence by becoming  non-point source pollution and by the fact that they are derived 
from fossil fuels.  
 
As Non-Point source pollution, these items break down in the world’s oceans and through the 
world’s water cycle and pose serious health risks to both humans and wildlife and cause 
massive economic and aesthetic losses to the our world and our quality of life.  
 
Accordingly I will make conscious choices for my home, business and organizations which will 
direct the daily operations away from these items and will make every effort to see that those 
who follow me also practice good decision making when it comes to usage and purchase of 
single use plastics. I further will make it the policy of my home, business and all organizations I 
lead to avoid usage of single use plastics whenever and wherever possible in the hopes that 
someday soon these items will no longer be part of life on this planet. 
 
I recognize that life is a fragile and sometimes unpredictable thing and that I cannot always 
avoid usage of single use plastics. But it is my belief and hope that by making a personal effort 
to change my circle of influence, I will effect change from those around me and by extension 
change the world in the hope that we will see an end to single use plastics worldwide by 
January 1, 2030.  
 
In the hope for a happy and healthier planet I swear,  
 
 
_____________________________________ 
Name 
 
 
______________________________________ 
Organization 
 
 
______________________________ 
Date 


